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We propose that blockchain technology complemented by secure computation methods can foster implementation of a learning healthcare system (LHCS) by minimizing upfront patient-facing compromises with unsurpassed data security and privacy, and by optimizing the system’s fulfillment of its obligations to respect patients through transparency, engagement, and accountability. We demonstrate how a blockchain-enabled LHCS could foster patient willingness to contribute to learning by providing desired security and control over health data. In addition, secure computation methods could enable meta-analysis without exposing individual-level data, thus allowing the system to protect patients’ privacy while simultaneously learning from their data. The transparency and immutability of blockchain ledgers would also support the public’s trust in the system by allowing patients to audit and oversee which of their data are used, how they are used, and by whom. Furthermore, blockchain communities are community-governed peer-to-peer networks in which sharing builds mutually beneficial value, offering a model for engaging patients as LHCS stakeholders. Smart contracts could be used to ensure accountability of the system by embedding feedback mechanisms by which patients directly and automatically realize benefits of sharing their data.
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A learning healthcare system (LHCS)—the new paradigm for healthcare organization, delivery, and continuous, real-time improvement—has yet to be attained.¹ Optimizing learning requires integration of clinical care and clinical research, and the LHCS’s proposed ethical framework asserts that
patients are obligated to contribute to learning, primarily by allowing their health data to be used toward that end. At the same time, however, the rights and interests of individual patients must be protected.\(^2\)

While patients as a class will ultimately benefit from the LHCS, the normative challenge is how to obligate patients to contribute to learning without violating these rights and interests, including patient interests in avoiding nonclinical risks/burdens, such as compromised privacy and security of health data. Striking this balance is problematic given increasingly common health data breaches, which undermine public trust in institutional stewardship of health data.\(^3\) Thus, a critical barrier to implementing the LHCS is that patients be willing to shoulder this obligation \textit{ex ante}, before the reciprocal benefits of forgoing some of their rights are established.

We propose that blockchain technology—a novel decentralized data structure that gives users unique assurances of trust—together with secure computation techniques can empower and accelerate the shift to a LHCS by minimizing upfront patient-facing compromises and optimizing fulfillment of the system’s obligation to respect rights, privacy, and dignity of patients.

**OBJECTIVE**

**Blockchain Technology: A Potential Solution**

A blockchain is a revolutionary technology that distributes control of a database over a network of computers. Blockchains maintain consensus among this network of computers around the “single state of truth” for a given database.

Blockchain technology has disrupted the financial and technology sectors in recent years by decentralizing, and thus fundamentally reconfiguring the storage, verification, and exchange of data. The first and most widely known use case of a blockchain is Bitcoin, a novel peer-to-peer digital currency leveraging a shared public ledger on which all financial transactions are immutably recorded and guarded from tampering by advanced cryptography. The beauty of blockchain technology is that it maximizes both the security and transparency of digital assets while simultaneously empowering users by allowing direct peer-to-peer transactions without intervening governmental or financial institutions. The system is considered “trustless” in that it does not rely on a third party to adjudicate the shared ledger, and thus does not require its participants to trust each other or a common administrator.

More recently, blockchain technology garnered attention as a potential solution to the siloed nature of current electronic medical records (EMRs) whose failure to interface from one health system to another makes health care significantly more prone to error and less efficient than it could be given the current state of medical innovation. Yet, blockchain technology promises more than an evolution in the state-of-art for medical records.

\textit{Blockchain in Healthcare Today} released its first volume in January 2018, with articles discussing how the blockchain can facilitate sharing of health data, streamlined ethics review under the updated Common Rule, and public health surveillance. However, interest in blockchain’s application to healthcare and academic literature to date has been dominated by private enterprises advancing proprietary blockchain-based solutions to individual and organizational consumers.

Here, we demonstrate how a blockchain’s ability to protect rights and dignity of patients and minimize imposition of nonclinical risks will promote patient willingness to embrace their
obligation to contribute to learning healthcare activities. Specifically, blockchain technology addresses critical, rate-limiting ethical challenges for advancement of a LHCS related to concerns about the security of sensitive health data, and will promote fulfillment of the system’s obligations for transparency, engagement, and accountability.4,5

FINDINGS

Security and Privacy

Studies show that consumers are concerned about the security and privacy of EMRs and desire greater transparency and control over their data.6,7 While the ethical framework for LHCS would require patients to forgo some privacy and control of their data, these concerns are validated by healthcare data breaches, which have continued to increase over the past decade, with theft/exposure estimated to have affected nearly 190 million US healthcare records as of 2018.8

Motivated to take power from institutions and return it to individuals, blockchains were developed and offer a powerful combination of strong assurances of trust, distributed data, advanced cryptographic protections, and underlying immutability. The security of the “trustless” computation-dependent system is reinforced by use of decentralized storage systems. In contrast to current centralized EMR storage repositories, numerous locations would have to be hacked before data would be compromised. Moreover, blockchains are driven by consensus between the nodes of a network, and this makes it exceedingly difficult to retroactively alter a blockchain. As a result of this, an immutable underlying record of the “truth” is generated, which cannot be corrupted or manipulated by independent third parties. A “trustless” system may be essential to assure the public that the use and exchange of personal health data are consistent with respect for patient rights and dignity.

Furthermore, an equally transformative technology called “zero knowledge proofs” has been implemented alongside blockchains, such as the Zcash blockchain, to enable verification of transactional data without compromising either privacy or security. Zero knowledge proofs allow computation to be performed on data without exposing the data’s actual content.9 Although a fledgling technology, zero knowledge proofs could theoretically allow us to learn from individuals’ health data without requiring any of the data to be shared. This presents significant advantages over the current ethical standard of protecting privacy via deidentifying data, a practice that has been fundamentally undermined in the era of machine learning and data as identity.10,11 For example, the U.S. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act states that Protected Health Information is sufficiently deidentified, and thus can be disclosed or otherwise used, by removing 18 specific identifiers such as name, birthdate, address, medical record number, and so on. The public is aware that such data have been “undeidentified;” also, there is growing awareness that identity can be reconstructed from deidentified data sets when powerful machine learning is applied to the vast data that now exist about any one individual. The ability for these innovative computation systems to derive the product of big data analytics without ever exposing the primary data could circumvent a key ethical dilemma for obligating patients to compromise their privacy in the name of learning and therefore may eliminate central privacy-related concerns regarding “broad consent” for health data research.7,12

Transparency

Interestingly, the same system that optimizes data security does so by keeping a transparent record
on a public, permissionless ledger that is continuously updated and can be accessed by anyone, anytime, and from anywhere.\(^1\) Taken together, the disseminated data network constitutes a “single version of the truth” that permits users to directly audit their data’s immutable transaction history. Applied to a LHCS, this would enable patients or patient representatives to supervise all uses (and attempted uses) of their health data, including, but not limited to, clinical and learning activities. The shared ledger could provide an accurate, up-to-date report of the ongoing research using an individual’s data, what knowledge outputs they have contributed, and which practice updates have been made as a result (more on this in following sections). The fundamental transparency of the blockchain would assure patients that they could always know who is using their data, which portions of their data are being accessed, and for what purpose.

While a public, permissionless ledger seems antithetical to some desired features of EMRs, not all data must be stored on the ledger. Sensitive data can be stored “off-chain” and a hash (a sort of digital fingerprint) of that data can be stored “on-chain” to prove that there has been no tampering with the data. Moreover, smart contracts could be used to manage various permissions to this off-chain data. This architecture could leverage the desired benefits of a public ledger while keeping sensitive data private.

**Engagement**

Champions of the LHCS note that the cultural changes required for transitioning to a LHCS pose a greater challenge than securing the necessary technical infrastructure. The ethos of blockchain technology, in addition to its technical features, could promote a LHCS by virtue of its foundation in peer-to-peer engagement and cooperative nature. At their core, blockchains are communities of stakeholders unified by a collaborative approach in which sharing is normative, incentivized, and yields collective benefits.\(^13\) They are organized around interoperable, open-source building blocks with shared standards and information, allowing cumulative layers of value to be built over a common, underlying framework.

There are many emergent systems for governing blockchains, but they all operate under the same principles of decentralized control and shared decision-making between stakeholders. Several blockchains have made explicit the implicit democratic norms of these communities, instituting formal governance systems where stakeholders vote on proposals, shaping the evolution of the community. Bitcoin exemplifies the power of the blockchain ethos to promote individuals’ willingness to contribute to a system in which individual and collective incentives are aligned: tens of billion dollars of de novo value have been generated over several years by the globally disseminated efforts of individual community members, all without a central body coordinating development or controlling the Bitcoin network. Beyond technological pioneers, the implementation of blockchains has spurred a revolution in communal governance in which individual stakeholders are vested with meaningful stakes in the process.

Thus, a blockchain-enabled LHCS could apply similar principles to engage patients as stakeholders, simultaneously meeting the ethical imperative of involving patients as stewards of the system’s activities and encouraging patient involvement by asserting their value as contributors. For example, a rotating lottery system,

---

\(^1\) The authors note that there are private or “consortia” deployments of blockchains, but here we are talking explicitly about public blockchains.
or other form of representative self-governance, could periodically identify a random subset of patients who would be responsible for reviewing and provide feedback on current and future learning activities. This built-in system of user engagement could dictate learning priorities, informed consent requirements, and operational aspects of participation in learning (e.g., opt-in vs. opt-out).

While further details are outside the scope of the present discussion, premising the LHCS on universal access to affordable health care would help secure individuals’ vested interest in the system’s learning; and empowering patients as voting stakeholders would emphasize the imperative of ensuring their ability to make informed decisions in that role.

**Accountability**

Blockchain technology’s interoperable components, “smart contract” architecture, and token-based incentives can facilitate accountability of the LHCS. Where legacy electronic health systems optimize data sovereignty, blockchain networks are designed for seamless, multidirectional data transfer and can be used to implement systematic adoption of innovation with appropriate, predetermined checks and balances. Keeping patients informed, applying learning to clinical practice, and sharing learning with external entities like public health agencies would be supported by a network in which peer-to-peer communication between various stakeholders proceeds without extraneous intermediaries.

Using a blockchain, data exchange can be managed by “smart contracts”: transparent and automatically executing code defined *a priori* by stakeholders. These can also be thought of as trustless because stakeholders do not have to trust any given party to know that the code defined in a smart contract will be executed. The smart contracts at the core of a blockchain-empowered LHCS could automatically incorporate learning into practice. For example, a smart contract could specify that certain patient data are analyzed at specified intervals, with results imputed directly into standardized clinical algorithms within the patient-and-provider-facing user interfaces. Smart contracts could build accountability into the LHCS by ensuring that learning from patient data is transparent, accessible, and contractually bound to improving clinical care without depending on further human action.

Thus far, proposed benefits to patients from the LHCS have been chiefly described as indirect benefits of generally improved health care. Meanwhile, the sharing economy has accustomed consumers to the benefits of sharing personal information (e.g., quickly find a taxi based on one’s location)—benefits that increase with the total number of participants. This may have primed individuals to willingly share health information in exchange for real-time, direct benefits.

Blockchain technology could accelerate realization of direct benefits to patients if smart contracts automatically notify patients and their clinicians when learning activities they contribute to result in new knowledge that may be clinically relevant to their own care. Also, blockchains are often accompanied with their own cryptocurrency (tokens) to incentivize disparate parties to organize around a common purpose. Similarly, tokens could help incentivize patients to contribute to learning by providing immediately valuable feedback on an individual’s health data in tandem with an asset that promises to accrue in value over time as value of the system they have contributed to grow.

Finally, blockchain technology could enhance LHCS accountability via improved quality,
validity, and efficiency of health research. A transparent, immutable data trail would foster replicability and auditing of research findings prior to widespread implementation. By standardizing record forms and building interoperability across organizations and platforms, a blockchain-enabled LHCS could yield enhanced quality and exponentially increased quantity of data for meta-analyses. This proficiency could extend to Institutional Review Boards (IRBs), and may support streamlined approval for multisite pragmatic and traditional clinical trials. Furthermore, blockchains could democratize peer review: requiring consensus among an extended network of pseudonymous experts and direct peer-to-peer research review could help eliminate bottlenecks of human bias and untenable time-delays in scientific literature. Blockchain-based “peer-to-peer-review” could also be “tokenized,” a term that refers to developing an incentive structure using a token that helps achieve a stated social goal, and that may yield more diverse, efficient, and judicious review of research, and drive fulfillment of clinician/researcher obligations to be continuously engaged in learning.

DISCUSSION

Limitations

Several issues must be addressed for blockchain technology to help operationalize an ethically sound LHCS. For example, widespread patient buy-in will rely on effectively communicating sophisticated details about how blockchain technology will protect patients differently than existing electronic health systems. The extent of automation and transparency of clinical decision-making suggested by this system may threaten respect for clinician’s judgment, and could yield undesirable moral or practical outcomes, including resistance from healthcare providers or overzealous implementation of conclusions from meta-analyses of heterogenous data, which have been notoriously difficult to adequately depict in health records. How to appropriately tokenize the LHCS to align incentives and promote patient and other stakeholder engagement in mutually beneficial learning is yet to be determined. While universal access to affordable health care is likely part of the answer from a patient perspective, significant political and financial hurdles remain.

Existing puzzles regarding how to balance health outcomes and cost-effectiveness considerations in public health policy and practices may be amplified if smart contract algorithms make determinations that have morally unacceptable consequences, such as allocating scarce treatments to people with higher incomes because they are more likely to do well. While blockchain technology and zero knowledge proofs may prevent identity-based discrimination by protecting security and privacy of individuals’ health data, this will not be sufficient to prevent group-harms that may occur or be facilitated by more powerful and potentially more accurate stereotypes developed by machine learning, particularly because underlying data capture existing biases. Novel strategies for moral oversight will be required to prevent smart contracts and machine learning from unintentionally embedding health disparities into the LHCS architecture. Inclusion of vulnerable groups who may not have access to or facility with modern technology must be prioritized, and likewise, equity may demand universal access to technology.

There are technical challenges inherent to using blockchain technology. Determining who has access to which health data will be essential for a truly interconnected system (e.g., whether physicians or insurance companies should have access to user data from durable medical equipment or fitness trackers). This will also
require schemes for confirming user identities and preventing health information from becoming unrecoverable if users lose the keys to access their data. In addition, further advancements in computer science and engineering are prerequisites for environmentally responsible scaling of blockchain technology to a point where it could support a LHCS; and significant time, human capital, and resource investments will be required to prepare blockchain infrastructure for its most complex use case to date.

Finally, as a very new technology, there are anticipated threats, such as the development of quantum computing, which could compromise encryption—an especially worrisome threat given the harm that could be done if the entirety of an interconnected system could be exposed. In addition, we should anticipate yet unknown vulnerabilities.

CONCLUSION
Blockchain technology’s ability to deliver unsurpassed data security and privacy, especially in tandem with zero knowledge proofs or other forms of secure computation, and to simultaneously optimize fulfillment of obligations for transparency, engagement, and accountability represents an opportunity to overcome existing ethical and technical barriers to LHCS implementation.

Next steps will include addressing issues enumerated above, with support from interdisciplinary teams of patient representatives, health professionals, healthcare organizational stakeholders, public and private enterprise, and diverse experts from the fields of public health, economics, health policy, computer science, and systems engineering.

To successfully build a blockchain-enabled LHCS, we must first learn how to communicate the ethical and technological advantages of this approach to a broad audience. Greater awareness of these potential benefits by patients and other stakeholders will empower a collective exploration of how to optimally leverage blockchain and affiliated technologies to protect patient rights, privacy and dignity while promoting individuals’ willingness to contribute to learning.
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